**Ramps-into-Research** Blackboard Site Request Form

Once created, departmental and organization sites will be linked to the Ramps into Research Hub. For example, if all COSET departments opted in, each departmental or organization Ramps into Research site would be seamlessly linked to the others via the hub, so that a collaborator from chemistry could navigate from the chemistry site, through the hub to any of the other sites, and vice versa.

Access to specific resources on a departmental or organizational **Ramps into Research** "spoke" site is controlled by the collaborators from that department or organization. By using groups in Blackboard, learning module access can be openly shared within the collaboration, or restricted to the audiences the author and department deem appropriate. Individual faculty can set up their own group tab in their departmental site to provide resources specific to their research group. We invite participation from all SHSU departments and organizations who would like to join the **Ramps-into-Research** collaboration.

1. Name of the department or organization requesting a **Ramps-into-Research** Blackboard Site:

2. Name and signature of the primary faculty administrator for the requested **Ramps-into-Research** Blackboard Site. (Should be a faculty or staff member, housed within the requesting department or organization, who is committed to collaborating with the **Ramps-into-Research** project)

   Name_______________________________________________

   Signature____________________________________________________________________________Date__________

3. Names of other people who should be set up as the initial administrators on the departmental (or organizational) Ramps into research Blackboard site.

4. Name and signature indicating approval of the appropriate departmental chair or organizational administrator.

   Name_______________________________________________

   Signature____________________________________________________________________________Date__________

PLEASE scan and submit completed RiR Blackboard Site requests to Mila Wagner (mej010@shsu.edu) and David Thompson (david.thompson@shsu.edu); Thank you!